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Faces 

1. Using Gumpaste, roll many small spheres.  To prevent them from getting flat sides, gently shake the container they 
are in for a few minutes. 

2. Using fondant, roll out a smooth ball for the head.   

3. Use a tool to mark two spots where the eyes will go.   

4. Choose two dried eyeballs of similar size.  Using your edible marker, draw a black circle around the outside of the 
“iris.” 

5. Use your iris colour to fill in the circle, going OVER the black and blending it together.  Use black again to create the 
pupil.  Repeat for the second eyeball, and hold them both up together to make sure they match in size. 

6. Press the eyeball into the fondant where you marked for eye placement.  Use a toothpick to adjust the depth and 
direction of the eyeball.  It should be mostly submerged in the fondant.  Hold the head back and look at the eyes to 
make sure they are aligned properly.  At this point, you can choose which way will be the top.  Try flipping it over to see 
how it looks!  Eyes closer to the hairline are more “adult” and eyes closer to the chin are more “baby.” 

7. Take a sharp point (toothpick, pin, scribe etc.) and mark nostril placement.  Start by digging the point toward the 
centre of the head and scoop to create the ball of the nose.  Repeat for the other nostril. 

8. Cut the mouth with a clean, sharp Exacto blade.  To create the top lip, use the blade to scoop fondant from the top of 
the mouth, forward.  Use a Dresden tool to smooth out inside the mouth and to create the lower lip. 

9. Draw on eyebrows and eyelashes with your edible markers.  Add colour to the cheeks with pink dust. 

Hands & Arms 

1. Roll out a snake.  Cut in half to make 2 arms.  Work on one at a time, cover the other. 

2. Flatten the rounded end of your snake to make a chubby shovel shape.  Cut a 45° about 2/3 down your shovel to 
make the thumb.  Cut from the top to remove that piece.  Spread the thumb out and away from the main part, and 
round it out a bit by pinching. 

3. Make 3 cuts on the remaining fingers.  Start with one centre cut, then cut in the centre of the two sides you just 
created.  Separate the fingers and twist them gently to round them out and elongate them slightly.  Touch the ends so 
your fingers do not appear pointed. 

4.  Using the larger end of your Dresden tool, press in between the crease of the thumb and fingers to create the meaty 
part of the hand.  Press the tool where the palm and fingers meet. 

5. Use your fingertips to thin out the wrist. 

That’s all!  I highly recommend Sachiko’s CakeMake class.  She makes a few people, some animals and gives a lot of 
fantastic information and tips! 


